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Paul Munford Luke MihelcicAlex Brandt

Kimberly FuhrmanToni Qin

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My name is Paul Munford. I am the Industry marketing manager at Autodesk. Before joining Autodesk, I was in industry as a drafter and CAD manager for 15 years. For two and a half years I worked for Graitec - an Autodesk reseller, as a Trainer and consultant.I’m joined today by my colleagues Luke Mihelcic who heads up our product marketing team, and Alex Brandt from our campaign marketing team. My co-presenters are Toni Qin and Kimberly Fuhrman.We are approximately 25 people in the room today, so I won’t ask you to introduce yourself right now – but I will ask you to give us your name when we open the discussion.



Roundtable—Mediated discussion engaging attendees.
A collaborative experience intended to help solve a 

challenge or answer a question shared by industry peers.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today’s session is a roundtable, so you won’t be hearing much from us – this is a discussion that you will be having with each other.We hope that – by the end of today’s session, you will have a clearer idea of the importance of technical drawings, why they are important – what is important about them, and you’ll also get to think about what might replace Technical drawings in the future.



Handout:
For more photos and 
resources, please download 
the updated handout from
AU online!

https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-
university/class/death-rebirth-technical-drawing-Are-
drawings-needed-anymore-2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The handout has been updated with photos from the class.You can download it here: https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/class/death-rebirth-technical-drawing-Are-drawings-needed-anymore-2022

https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/class/death-rebirth-technical-drawing-Are-drawings-needed-anymore-2022


https://photos.app.goo.gl/1z5W6ZWWcYyE2R3R8

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For more pictures click this link: https://photos.app.goo.gl/1z5W6ZWWcYyE2R3R8

https://photos.app.goo.gl/1z5W6ZWWcYyE2R3R8


https://photos.app.goo.gl/1z5W6ZWWcYyE2R3R8

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For more pictures click this link: https://photos.app.goo.gl/1z5W6ZWWcYyE2R3R8

https://photos.app.goo.gl/1z5W6ZWWcYyE2R3R8


A Technical Drawing represents 
how an object looks, functions 

and can be made.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
‘Technical drawing’ can cover drawings made for many purposes, from concept sketches to exploded diagrams. My focus here is on technical drawings used in production.That is - technical drawings used as a communication tool used to develop and communicate ideas. And – of course, a technical drawing can be more than that. It can be a control - a contract between designer and maker.Fillippo brunalleschi



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Paul Munford – why I love technical drawings!Let’s start with a brief look into the past, to understand how human beings love of mark making and ability to comprehend marks as real-world objects lead us to create the visual communication tool that is the technical drawing.



Credit: Wim Lustenhouwer, VU University Amsterdam

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The oldest known example of mark-making are these ‘Zig Zag’ scratches on freshwater mussel shells from the banks of the Solo River in Java, Indonesia.They are half a million years old – before modern humans emerged from Africa – they were made by Homo erectus.https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/oldest-engraving-shell-tools-zigzags-art-java-indonesia-humans-180953522/



Credit: Henshilwood et al., Nature 2018

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The earliest example of ‘drawing’ by modern humans are these ochre marks on a stone found on the floor of the Blombos cave in South Africa. They are approximately 73 thousand years old.The archaeologists who examined this cave found evidence of Ochre being ground to be used for cave painting.This demonstrates that Humans have been fascinated by mark-making, and communicating ideas through drawings for a very long time!https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06664-y



Credit: © Bradshaw Foundation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Europe. The spectacular lions and rhinos of Chauvet Cave, in southeastern France, are commonly thought to be around 30,000 to 32,000 years oldChauvet Cave, Ardèche, France. Dated to: 30,000 to 28,000 B.C. | Once thought to house the oldest representational art, the more than 1,000 paintings of predators like lions and mammoths are unmatched in their sophisticationhhttps://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/journey-oldest-cave-paintings-world-180957685/



c. 2100 B.C.E. - “Architect with Plan” Musée du Louvre, Paris

Scale/Rule

Stylus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Seated Gudea holding Temple Plan, known as “Architect with Plan,” c. 2100 B.C.E. (Neo-Sumerian/Ur III period), from Girsu (modern Telloh, Iraq), diorite, 93 x 41 x 61 cm (Musée du Louvre, Paris)https://smarthistory.org/gudea/



Try hard to manage with one sheet of paper for each 
device.

Show the whole device; don’t annoy your beholder 
by using settings—he is as skilled as you and will 
recognize the purpose.

Spare your distant colleague’s having to work out 
his own solutions for a result you have already 
achieved.

Use as many viewpoints as necessary to show all 
important parts and functions.

Only in case of unbearable overlapping, leave out 
some parts and show them separately. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We know that the Greeks and Romans used technical drawings, we even have a description of how to create drawings effectively (The first ever drawing standard!?)However, not drawings have been preserved.



Façade of Strasbourg Cathedral1260s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Technical drawings really came into their own during the renaissance. This drawing is slightly earlier – from the mediaeval period of Europe.At this time drawings were produced as part of the contract documents. These drawings were usually a scale plan and elevations used, then as now,  to show design intent. The real work started once the design principles were established.Façade of Strasbourg Cathedral (“Plan A1”)�Strasbourg, France, 1260s�33 7/8 x 23 1/4 in. (86 x 59 cm)�Musée de l’Oeuvre Notre-Dame, Strasbourg, Inv. no. 2http://blog.metmuseum.org/penandparchment/exhibition-images/cat380r2_49f/



a working drawing by Agricola (1556) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fig.2 shows a working drawing by Agricola (1556) describing the manufacture of a large bellows for supplying air to a smelting furnace. You will see that it is entirely pictorial in character. The complete bellows is shown at the bottom, and its components are spread over the rest of the sheet. (The original drawing would have been about 10 x 16Fig. 2 "working" drawing for a smelting furnace bellows, 1556. Though not all to the same scale the parts are all in proportion. Leading dimensions were given in text.https://www.joshuanava.biz/workshop/introduction.html



Eli Whitney’s musket with interchangeable components

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Evidence of the use of interchangeable parts can be traced back over two thousand years to Carthage in the First Punic War. Carthaginian ships had standardized, interchangeable parts that even came with assembly instructions akin to "tab A into slot B" marked on them.[3]In East Asia, during the Warring States period and later the Qin Dynasty, bronze crossbow triggers and locking mechanisms were mass-produced and made to be interchangeable.In the late 18th century, French General Jean-Baptiste Vaquette de Gribeauval promoted standardized weapons in what became known as the Système Gribeauval after it was issued as a royal order in 1765. (Its focus at the time was artillery more than muskets or handguns.) One of the accomplishments of the system was that solid cast cannons were bored to precise tolerances, which allowed the walls to be thinner than cannons poured with hollow cores. However, because cores were often off center, the wall thickness determined the size of the bore. Standardized boring allowed cannons to be shorter without sacrificing accuracy and range because of the tighter fit of the shells. It also allowed standardization of the shells.[1]Before the 18th century, devices such as guns were made one at a time by gunsmiths in a unique manner. If one single component of a firearm needed a replacement, the entire firearm either had to be sent to an expert gunsmith for custom repairs, or discarded and replaced by another firearm. During the 18th and early 19th centuries, the idea of replacing these methods with a system of interchangeable manufacture was gradually developed.[4][5] The development took decades and involved many people.[4][5]Gribeauval provided patronage to Honoré Blanc, who attempted to implement the Système Gribeauval at the musket level. By around 1778, Honoré Blanc began producing some of the first firearms with interchangeable flint locks, although they were carefully made by craftsmen. Blanc demonstrated in front of a committee of scientists that his muskets could be fitted with flint locks picked at random from a pile of parts.[1]Muskets with interchangeable locks caught the attention of Thomas Jefferson through the efforts of Honoré Blanc when Jefferson was Ambassador to France in 1785. Jefferson tried to persuade Blanc to move to America, but was not successful, so he wrote to the American Secretary of War with the idea, and when he returned to the USA he worked to fund its development. President George Washington approved of the idea, and by 1798 a contract was issued to Eli Whitney for 12,000 muskets built under the new system.[6]Louis de Tousard, who fled the French Revolution, joined the U.S. Corp of Artillerists in 1795 and wrote an influential artillerist's manual that stressed the importance of standardization.[1]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interchangeable_parts



original blueprint from 1932 tucked into the front of 
'Machine drawing and design' by W Abbott

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
John Herschel, son of astronomer William Herschel, invented blueprinting in 1842. He too was a great astronomer. He was a mathematician, chemist, and inventor as well. Herschel was the first Englishman to take up photography. Introduction of the blueprint process eliminated the expense of photolithographic reproduction or of hand-tracing of original drawings. By the later 1890s in American architectural offices, a blueprint was one-tenth the cost of a hand-traced reproduction.[8] The blueprint process is still used for special artistic and photographic effects, on paper and fabrics.[9][self-published source?]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blueprint



BS 308 & BS 8888

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The UK was the first country to adopt a national standard for technical drawing. Before the industrial revolution it was common place for workmen to work from prototypes. With the coming of the steam age it became clear that standard parts and components would be required to allow mass manufacture. Creating these standards became possible in 1840 when the blue print process was invented. For the first time many fabricators could work to identical drawings.In 1901 the Institutions of Civil Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, Naval Architects and the Iron and Steel Institute created a committee, to standardize iron and steel sections for bridges, railways and shipping. It subsequently extended its standardization work and became the British Engineering Standards Association in 1918, adopting the name British Standards Institution in 1931 after receiving its Royal Charter in 1929.In 1998 a revision of the Charter enabled the organization to diversify and acquire other businesses, and the trading name was changed to BSI Group. BSI was instrumental in the formation of ISO , the International Organization for Standardization, in 1947 and of its European equivalent, CEN, in 1964.The first British Standard for Engineering Drawing Office Practice ‘BS 308’ was published in September 1927 and only contained 14 clauses and five illustrations. It was printed on A5 sheets of paper and third angle projection was used.Over the years BS 308 was updated many times. From the early 1980’s BS 308 was revised to take account of ISO standards. In 1992 it was decided that the BSI could no longer keep up with the pace of ISO output and that they would accept any new standards that the ISO adopted, rather than continue to revise BS 308.BS 308 slowly became superseded by the new ISO standards and in the year 2000 BS 308 was withdrawn and the new BS 8888 replaced it.https://cadsetterout.com/drawing-standards/bs-308-and-all-that/The world’s first national standard for engineering drawing was published in 1927 by the British Standards Institution (BSI).  This was BS 308, which in one edition or another came to be found on the book shelves of almost every design, manufacturing and inspection department in the country.  BS 308 was also widely used overseas, throughout the British Commonwealth.  The standard was in use in India, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, parts of Africa, and many other countries.BS 308 was developed, revised and expanded over the years. Changes to the standard came about as it was extended to cover new areas, and to keep abreast of technological development and changes in working practice.  In 1972, it was split into the three parts that many engineers and designers are familiar with.https://www.macleod.co.uk/resource-centre/bs-308-8888/



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Which brings us to the technical drawings we are familiar with…



Ivan Sutherland – creator of ‘Sketchpad’ on the Lincoln TX-2 at MIT 1962

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ll stop here with the invention of CAD (Computer aided design). This event happened within many of our working careers, and I consider this to be the present of Technical drawing.Later in the presentation, we’ll look into a possible future for Technical drawing, but next we are going to do an exercise to figure out what that future might look like.Sutherland invented Sketchpad in 1962 while at MIT. Claude Shannon signed on to supervise Sutherland's computer drawing thesis. Among others on his thesis committee were Marvin Minsky and Steven Coons. Sketchpad was an innovative program that influenced alternative forms of interaction with computers. Sketchpad could accept constraints and specified relationships among segments and arcs, including the diameter of arcs. It could draw both horizontal and vertical lines and combine them into figures and shapes. Figures could be copied, moved, rotated, or resized, retaining their basic properties. Sketchpad also had the first window-drawing program and clipping algorithm, which allowed zooming. Sketchpad ran on the Lincoln TX-2 computer https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_SutherlandSketchpad was the first program ever to utilize a complete graphical user interface. [1]The clever way the program organized its geometric data pioneered the use of "master" ("objects") and "occurrences" ("instances") in computing and pointed forward to object oriented programming. The main idea was to have master drawings which one could instantiate into many duplicates. If the user changed the master drawing, all the instances would change as well.Geometric constraints was another major invention in Sketchpad, letting the user easily constrain geometric properties in the drawing—for instance, the length of a line or the angle between two lines could be fixed.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sketchpad



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Check out these resources for more on the history if engineering drawing.https://www.amazon.co.uk/history-engineering-drawing-Jeffrey-Booker/dp/B0000CLWJRhttps://cadsetterout.com/personal-posts/the-medieval-roots-of-setting-out/https://rarehistoricalphotos.com/life-before-autocad-1950-1980/



What is the Purpose of a 
Technical Drawing?

What is important for that 
purpose?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Think about our topic…What is the Purpose of a Technical Drawing?What is important for that purpose?



Icebreaker  LUMA warmup

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Luma warmup – Kimberly‘Name (or draw!) a cartoon character you’d like to hang out with – and why!’



What is the Purpose of a 
Technical Drawing?

What is important for that 
purpose?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Think about our topic…What is the Purpose of a Technical Drawing?What is important for that purpose?Paul & Kim: Invite the participants to spend five minutes writing ideas on mini-stickies



What is the Purpose of a Technical Drawing?
What is important for that purpose?

Least important

Most important

CATEGORIZE & ADD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All: Hand out the ‘Radars’.Paul & Kim: Invite the participants to start categorising their thoughts. They can add more stickies if they wish.



INTERVIEW AND SWAP

What is the Purpose of a Technical Drawing?
What is important for that purpose?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All: Partner up! Find your partner!Paul & Kim: Interviews. Spend five minutes asking your partner about their ‘Radar’, then swap. You can continue to add stickies to your Radar during this process.



What is the Purpose of a Technical Drawing?
What is important for that purpose?

TABLE DISCUSSION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All: Herd the participants, in their pairs! To the nearest table (They don’t have to return to their original table). One moderator per tablePaul & Kim: Take it in turn to feedback what you’ve learned to the group.



© 2022 Autodesk. All rights reserved.

2D Drawings to 
Model-based Definition

September 2022

Toni Qin
SW Architect | @Interop

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why do we take the MBD as the topic for the update:We believe the interop for MBD data is critical for Autodesk MCAD products stay on compatible in the next generation of the manufacturing.



 Software Architect and Tech Lead

o @interop of Strategic Technologies of Platform Services and Emerging Technologies 

 Experienced in Data Interoperability for 20+ years

o Mechanical CAD (Inventor, AutoCAD, CATIA, NX, STEP, …)

o AEC (IFC, …)

o Visualization (JT, OBJ, USD, glTF…)

 Expertise in Model-based Definition

o STEP, QIF, JT…

Toni Qin



by Rusty Belcher

Highlight

1 2D Design vs 3D Design

2

Industries on MBD3

Model-based Definition (MBD)

4 MBD by Inventor and Fusion

https://profile.typepad.com/6p01bb092f7478970d


2D Design vs 3D Design 



2D vs 3D

2D

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.cnclathing.com/guide/difference-between-2d-and-3d-cad-drawing-advantages-of-3d-cad-over-2d-cnclathing



http://www.loft.optics.arizona.edu/documents/presentations/2010_Chris_What_is_Ge
ometric_Dimensioning_Tolerancing.pdf

Challenges with 2D Drawing

• Flat Geometry and Dimensioning Led to
o Separated engineering groups on

• 3D Model definition vs 2D dimensioning and tolerancing

o Error prone on engineering intents

o Data recreations in different product manufacturing phases

o Irretraceable data from the original definition

• Broken interoperability
o High cost, long lead time 

o Breakers to digital thread for automated design-manufacture cycles 

https://drawing3deasy.wordpress.com/2020/07/07/48-how-to-drawing-3d-in-autocad-pics/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Describe the engineering intent of parts and assembliesNote: Our industries will be connected, collaborative, and efficient



Model-based Definition 
(MBD)

3D design and PMI plus high-level Interoperability



 PMI are design attributes necessary for 3D manufacturing product 
components and assemblies

 PMI includes
o GD&T – geometric dimensions and tolerances, 

o 3D annotation (text)

o Dimensions

o Surface finish and material specifications

 PMI and 3D model within model-based definition allow for the 
elimination of 2D drawings

Product Manufacturing Information (PMI)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_and_manufacturing_information



Model Based Definition (MBD)

• 3D Drawings on the master 3D model:
o PMI directly applied to 3D model - machine oriented

o Single Source of the Truth!

• Deliver 

o Accurate interpretation on engineering intents

o Reusable design data

o Tracible data back to the original design

• Enable

o High level interoperability

o Digital manufacturing ecosystems

3D PMI

Drawing-based Model-based

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The term Model-Based is compared with 2D drawing based definition.The 2D drawing based definition used separate expertise groups to accomplish a model design. Very often the designs were difficult to reuse, with ambiguity with interpretation.

http://www.nist.gov/el/msid/upload/2Schmelzle_MBD.pd
http://www.nist.gov/el/msid/upload/2Schmelzle_MBD.pd


Proc. of the 10th Model-Based Enterprise Summit (MBE 2019), Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA, April 1-4, 2019

MBD: Single Source of the Truth with Interoperability 



Model Based Enterprises (MBE)
Digital Transformation to Ecosystem

• MBD: the beginning of the digital thread

• Interoperability: the bridges

• A modern enterprise
o Connected

o Automated

o Optimized

o Autonomous

o Fewer Resources

o Lower cost

o Reduced lead time

https://gpdisonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DynamicSolutionsAssociate-Hartman-ImplementingTheModelBased-MBD-Open.pdf

https://gpdisonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DynamicSolutionsAssociate-Hartman-ImplementingTheModelBased-MBD-Open.pdf


Industries on MBD



MBD Community and Requirements

 US: Led by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology)

 Industry and their suppliers: 

o Aerospace industry

o Automotive industry

o Ship building industry

 Standards communities

o ISO standards: STEP, JT and QIF

o DMSC: Digital Metrology Standards Consortium



MBD Community and Requirements

https://www.nist.gov/news-events/events/2021/04/2021-model-based-enterprise-summit

https://www.cax-if.org/index.php



…

Model Based Definition – A Boeing dataset containing the exact solid, it’s associated 3D geometry 
and 3D annotation of the product’s dimensions and tolerances (and may include parts/notes list) 
to specify a complete product definition. This dataset does not contain a conventional 2D drawing. 
MBD is one possible format of DPD. 

(Note: Model Based Definition is the undisputed source of definition) 

…

Quality Assurance Standard for Digital Product Definition at Boeing Suppliers

DOCUMENT NUMBER: D6-51991
RELEASE/REVISION: REV N 
RELEASE DATE: April 19, 2019 



MIL-STD-31000B from Department of Defense

Standard Practice Technical Data Packages (TDP)



MBD by Inventor and Fusion



Inventor 3D Annotation and Model-Based Definition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://help.autodesk.com/view/INVNTOR/2023/ENU/?guid=GUID-B8779786-A71C-4A5C-B9A9-7EB1A9918946

https://help.autodesk.com/view/INVNTOR/2023/ENU/?guid=GUID-B8779786-A71C-4A5C-B9A9-7EB1A9918946


3D Annotation by Inventor

 Dimensions:
o Location: dimensional or angular

• for 2 geometrical pieces

o Size: dimensional or angular
• for 1 geometrical piece

 FCFs (Feature Control Frames):
o Geometric tolerances

• Perpendicular
• Concentricity

• Circularity
• Straightness
• Runout tolerance

• ...

 Design Views for PMI
Thanks to Peter Kaleja

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dimensions:Dimensional Location, Angular Location�(between 2 geometrical objects)Dimensional Size, Angular Size�(1 geom object – shaft diameter, cone angle)FCF (geometric tolerance of form, position or orientation)�(Example shows perpendicular, concentricity, circularity, straightness and runout tolerance)



Inventor, Fusion and MBD workflows

Fusion CAM

External
CAD and CAM

Fusion Inspection
FeatureCAM

External Inspection
(e.g., Schlumberger)

Product Lifecycle 
Management

Inventor
MBD

Opportunity

Opportunity

• Inventor generates MBD
o Single source for Product Model-Based Definition

• Inventor MBD to ISO formats 
o STEP, QIF, JT

• Fusion and FeatureCAM consume MBD
o For Quality Inspection

o From Inventor, STEP, CATIA, NX…

PIM



Fusion Inspection: Adopting MBD Data
Connected workflow from Design to Inspection Planning

Thanks to Dimitrios Papamilios

 Fusion using MBD data from
o Inventor

o STEP

o CATIA

 AnyCAD: Inventor – Fusion
o Associative MBD update

 MBD data to Cloud*
o Common types for 3D PMI

(*work-in-process)



 Model-based definition (3D PMI) offers a way for completely dissimilar systems to ‘integrate’ 
and share critical manufacturing information.

 3D PMI provides the bridge for CAD to CAM integration from design to machining, or for CAD 
to CAE integration from design into analysis

 It’s the time that 3D PMI becoming a widely accepted (and expected) technology in our 
industry of mechanical design, manufacturing and analysis.

Takeaways

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://cimquest-inc.com/why-product-manufacturing-information-is-important/



What is the Purpose of a Technical Drawing?
What is important for that purpose?

Least important

Most important

GROUP RADAR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All: Four groups, one per table. One BIG Radar each. One moderator per group.Paul & Kim: Invite the participants to gather around the BIG Radars. Bring their stickies Categorise together..



What is the Purpose of a Technical Drawing?
What is important for that purpose?

GROUP FEEDBACK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Paul & Kim: Invite one participant from each table to share their insights.



What is the Purpose of a 
Technical Drawing?

What is important for that 
purpose?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Conclusions?



Handout:
For more photos and 
resources, please download 
the updated handout from
AU online!

https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-
university/class/death-rebirth-technical-drawing-Are-
drawings-needed-anymore-2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The handout has been updated with photos from the class.You can download it here: https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/class/death-rebirth-technical-drawing-Are-drawings-needed-anymore-2022

https://www.autodesk.com/autodesk-university/class/death-rebirth-technical-drawing-Are-drawings-needed-anymore-2022
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